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ABSTRACT
We present the H I 21 cm spectral line and continuum observations of the Galactic supernova
remnant candidate G351.7–1.2 using the upgraded Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope. Strong
absorption features are observed towards the H II regions in the star forming complex associ-
ated with G351.7–1.2. Along with H I emission towards the outer periphery of the supernova
remnant shell, we distinguish a high velocity jet-like feature in the velocity range +40 km s−1

to +52 km s−1 in H I. This unusual and highly collimated feature, with a projected length of
∼7 pc and an opening angle of 14.4◦, is located towards the interior of the radio shell. This
is the first report of a such a well collimated H I jet-like emission. The peculiar location and
the detection of a γ-ray source towards the central peak of this HI jet suggests its plausible
association with the supernova remnant candidate.

Key words: ISM: supernova remnants – ISM: H II regions – radio continuum: ISM – radio
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1 INTRODUCTION

Supernova remnants (SNRs) form as a result of the interaction be-
tween the supernova ejecta and the ambient interstellar medium
(ISM). During the violent death of a massive star as a supernova,
it releases a few solar mass ejecta and ∼ 1051 ergs of kinetic
energy into the ISM (Hillebrandt, Nomoto & Wolff 1984), form-
ing a SNR. Majority of the remnants of core-collapse supernovae
are expected to evolve in regions associated with dense molecular
clouds owing to the short life span of their massive progenitors. The
blast waves from supernova explosions have a destructive effect in
their immediate surroundings as they tend to disrupt the parental
molecular cloud. However, supernovae could also initiate triggered
star formation in swept up clouds that are dense enough to survive
the explosion (Herbst & Assousa 1977; Phillips, Ramos-Larios &
Perez-Grana 2009). Such SNR-cloud systems provide vital clues in
understanding the complex interaction mechanisms between SNR
and ambient molecular cloud.

The massive star forming complex G351.7–1.2 includes two
H II regions IRAS 17258–3637 and IRAS 17256–3631 (Vig et al.
2014; Veena et al. 2016, 2017). The wide band radio continuum
observations towards this star forming complex using upgraded
Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope (uGMRT; Gupta et al. 2017)
have confirmed the presence of large scale diffuse emission (angu-
lar extent∼14′) with a broken shell morphology encompassing the
H II regions. The spectral indices of the H II regions are consistent
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with thermal free-free emission whereas spectral index of the
diffuse shell is found to be−0.79 indicating non-thermal emission.
The radio shell is associated with morphologically similar Hα
emission and a Fermi LAT γ-ray source, 1FGL1729.1–3641c,
is also identified towards south-west of the radio shell. Shock
heated mid-infrared dust emission is seen towards the region
and cold dust emission is detected only towards the west that
could explain the broken-shell morphology of this object. Based
on our multiwavelength analysis, we concluded that G351.7–1.2
(hereafter G351.7) is a candidate SNR that has not been reported
previously (Veena et al. 2019, hereafter Paper I).

The H I 21 cm observations of the candidate G351.7 (Pro-
posal code: 34 014) carried out using the uGMRT is presented in
this work. We use H I imaging to detect the expanding shells of
H I around the SNR candidate.

2 GMRT OBSERVATIONS AND DATA REDUCTION

2.1 21 cm Observation

We have mapped the H I 21 cm emission towards G351.7–1.2 using
the Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope, India (Swarup et al. 1991).
The observed field was centred at the candidate SNR G351.7–1.2
(αJ2000: 17h29m19.0s, δJ2000: −36◦37′10.0′′). As our target is
a southern source and is available ∼ 7 hrs per day above the el-
evation limit of GMRT, the target was observed for 6 days (May
10-11, June 3-5, September 21, 2018) resulting in an on-source in-
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Figure 1. (Top) 21 cm continuum image of G351.7 overlaid with 321 MHz
radio contours. The contour levels are 16, 50, 150 and 240 mJy beam−1.
Peak positions of the two H II regions IRAS 17256–3631 and IRAS 17258–
3637 are marked as ×. The beam is 9.6′′ × 7.4′′. (Bottom) Spectra of the
radio shell using fluxes from 321 to 480 MHz (Paper I). Triangle shows the
flux at 1420 MHz from the current work.

tegration time of 27 hrs. The rest frequency of H I 21 cm line is
1420.4057 MHz. The observing frequency was estimated keeping
in view the LSR velocity of ∼ −12 km s−1 of this region (Veena
et al. 2017) as well as the motions of the Sun and the Earth. The
bandwidth of the observations was 4 MHz, divided into 512 chan-
nels. This corresponds to a spectral resolution of 8 kHz (velocity
resolution of 1.7 km s−1). The radio sources 3C286 and 3C48 were
used as the primary flux calibrators whereas 1626-298 was used as
phase calibrator. We have also used 3C286 for bandpass calibra-
tions.

The data reduction was carried out using the NRAO Astro-
nomical Image Processing System (AIPS). Each of the six data sets
were carefully checked for radio frequency interference and cor-
rupted data due to non-working antennas, bad baselines etc. The
flagging (removal) of such data points were carried out and the
calibrated data sets were then cleaned and deconvolved to pro-
duce a continuum map. We subtracted the continuum (from line
free channels) to create spectral line UV data. The six data sets
were combined and a spectral cube was generated. In order to have
better sensitivity to diffuse extended emission, we have created a
low resolution map by considering UVTAPER of 4 kλ in IMAGR.
A rescaling factor (Tgal+Tsys)/Tsys is used to correct for the contri-
bution of Galactic plane emission to the antenna system tempera-
ture. Tsys corresponds to the system temperature associated with the
flux calibrators that is located away from the Galactic plane. Tgal is
computed by extrapolating the sky temperature value at 408 MHz
(Haslam et al. 1982) to 1420 MHz and assuming a spectral index
of −2.6 (Roger et al. 1999; Guzmán et al. 2011) for the Galactic
plane emission. The estimated rescaling factor of 1.2 is applied and
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Figure 2. (Top) Spectra of the H I 21 cm emission towards the SNR can-
didate G351.7. (Bottom) GASS H I spectrum of the high velocity feature
towards G351.7–1.2 over-plotted with the background spectrum. Solid line
indicates the high velocity feature.

the image is then primary beam corrected. The final resolution of
the spectral cube is 48.6′′ × 32.7′′, while that of continuum map is
9.6′′ × 7.4′′.

2.2 Pulsar observation

To search for possible pulsars associated with the supernova rem-
nant candidate G351.7, we have carried out DDT pulsar observa-
tions using uGMRT (Proposal code: DDTC032) on 09th of De-
cember, 2018. We used GMRT band 4 (550–750 MHz) in the inco-
herent array mode with a bandwidth of 200 MHz covered through
4096 channels. The radio signals from the observing band were
converted into baseband signals and are then delay correlated and
Fourier transformed to obtain the spectral information. 3C286 was
used as the primary flux calibrator whereas 1626-298 was used
as secondary phase calibrator for imaging observations. The total
on-source integration time was 170 minutes. We recorded inco-
herent array filter-bank data with a time resolution of 163.84 µs.
The uGMRT band 4 incoherent array beam of size 40′ − 50′ com-
pletely covers the positional uncertainty of the γ-ray source (Fermi
95% confidence region of 4.5′). Considering the distance to SNR
as 2 kpc, the line-of-sight dispersion measure (DM) is 100 pc cm−3

(Cordes & Lazio 2002). We searched for pulsation up to DM of 500
pc cm−3.

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Radio Continuum Emission

The continuum image of G351.7 at 1420.5 MHz is shown in Fig. 1
(Top). The most prominent features in the figure are the two H II re-
gions IRAS 17256–3631 and IRAS 17258–3637. The diffuse shell
structure of the SNR candidate identified at low frequencies (see
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Figure 3. 21 cm H I absorption spectra towards the peak of the H II regions
(Top) IRAS 17258–3637 (Bottom) IRAS 17256–3631.

Fig. 2 of Paper I) is not evident in this image. Faint radio contin-
uum emission from part of the radio shell is observed towards south
and south-east of IRAS 17258–3637. The angular extent of this dif-
fuse emission is ∼7′. The minimum UV distance corresponding to
the target at 21 cm is 250 λ. This corresponds to an angular size
of 13.7′. The size of the radio shell at 321 MHz is ∼15′ and even
though the size is comparable to the largest angular structure, there
could be missing flux. Fig. 1 (Bottom) shows the radio spectra of
the non-thermal shell from Paper I over-plotted with the flux den-
sity at 1420 MHz. In Paper I, we estimated the spectral index of
the diffuse shell (excluding thermal emission from the HII regions)
as −0.79. The flux density at 1420 MHz is broadly consistent with
the non-thermal spectral index obtained from lower frequencies, as
evident from the figure. However, if there is missing flux at 21 cm,
this could contribute to thermal emission towards the shell. With
the present data, we cannot not estimate the contribution of thermal
and non-thermal emission from the SNR shell.

3.2 H I Emission

The spectrum of H I 21 cm emission towards G351.7 is shown in
Fig. 2 (Top). G351.7 is located in the third Galactic quadrant where
most of the H I emission is expected to be confined to the veloc-
ity range −200 km s−1 to +30 km s−1 according to the Galac-
tic rotation model. However, we notice an additional peak at the
LSR velocity ∼ +42 km s−1 that cannot be explained using the
rotation curve model of the Milky Way (Vmax ∼30 km s−1 at
l = 351.7◦; Fich, Blitz & Stark 1989). This is also evident in
the Parkes Galactic All-Sky Survey spectrum (GASS; McClure-
Griffiths et al. 2009). A comparison of the GASS spectra (angular
resolution 16′) towards the target and a background region located
∼20′ away is presented in Fig. 2 (Bottom). The target spectrum
shows an additional peak at ∼40 km s−1 towards G351.7. This is
consistent with the spectrum obtained from GMRT.

Fig. 3 shows the spectra towards the two H II regions IRAS
17258–3637 and IRAS 17256–3631. The H I absorption against the
continuum in the H II regions peaks at V∼ −12 km s−1, corre-

sponding to the LSR velocity of these H II regions. The result is
consistent with the LSR velocity obtained from recombination line
observations (Veena et al. 2017). Absorption features are also ob-
served towards the diffuse radio shell in the similar velocity range
as that of the H II regions.

In order to study the distribution of H I emission towards
G351.7 in detail, velocity channel maps have been created. The
channel maps of the high velocity feature in the velocity range
27.9 km s−1 to 53.4 km s−1 are shown in Fig. 4. Most of the high
velocity H I emission features are distributed close to the periphery
of the radio shell. This is evident from Fig. 5. The high velocity
H I shell-like emission has likely origins in the expansion of atomic
gas due to the supernova blast wave.

3.2.1 Linear high velocity H I emission

A closer inspection of the channel maps reveal an additional high
velocity feature in the velocity range +40 km s−1 to +52 km s−1.
This feature shows a linear, H I jet-like emission and is located to-
wards the projected interior of the radio shell. No absorption fea-
tures are observed in this velocity range. The feature is present in
all the 6 individual datasets and in both RR and LL polarisations.
The jet-like feature has an angular extent of 11.5′ × 2′ and is ori-
ented along the NE-SW direction with a position angle of 19.8◦

east of north. The H I feature has a length of∼ 7 pc at the assumed
distance to the SNR candidate of 2 kpc, with an average width of
∼1 pc. The opening angle of the jet is calculated using the expres-
sion (e.g., Pushkarev et al. 2009)

α = 2 tan-1

[
0.5
√
d2 − b2
r

]
(1)

where r is the distance to the core along the jet axis, d is the average
width of the jet, b is the beam size and the quantity

√
d2 − b2 is the

deconvolved transverse size of the jet. We find the average opening
angle of the jet to be 14.4◦. This implies that the emission along
the H I feature is highly collimated. We have not been able to iden-
tify any mid-infrared or submillimeter counterpart of this unusual
feature. A Fermi-LAT γ ray point source 1FGLJ1729.1–3641c has
been found in this region. Fig. 6 shows the velocity structure of the
H I jet.

Assuming that the H I is optically thin, the total integrated line
flux from the high velocity jet-like emission can be used to esti-
mate the total H I mass (MH I) using the expression (e.g. Knapp &
Bowers 1983)

MH I = 0.236D2

∫
Fdv M� (2)

where
∫
F dv is the total integrated flux in units of Jy km s−1 and

D is the distance in kpc. Integrating the emission within the 3σ
contour of the zeroth moment map, we find the total integrated flux
to be 1.22 Jy km s−1. For a distance of 2 kpc, the total H I mass of
high velocity feature is estimated to be 1.2 M�.

3.2.2 Origin of jet-like H I emission

To understand the mechanisms responsible for high velocity jet-like
H I emission, we iinvestigated this region in other wavebands. The
most common candidate for H I jets/outflow emission is a proto-
stellar object. Our multiwavelength search did not reveal any such
objects along the jet direction. If the emission of high velocity
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Figure 4. H I 21 cm line channel maps of G351.7 in the velocity range V=[+27.9 km s−1, +53.4 km s−1] overlaid with 321 MHz radio contours. The
contour levels are 15, 100 and 200 mJy beam−1. The beam is 48.6′′ × 32.7′′.

Figure 5. 321 MHz radio continuum emission overlaid with H I in-
tegrated intensity contours in the velocity range V=[+37.9 km s−1,
+44.5 km s−1]. The contour levels are 22, 50 and 100 Jy beam−1*m s−1.
Dashed arc shows the region of enhanced H I emission.

H I is due to star formation, tracers such as enhanced infrared emis-
sion and presence of submillimetre dust clumps are expected to be
present. However, we do not observe any star formation tracers to-
wards the peak of the H I emission or along the jet-like structure.

The peak of the Fermi LAT γ-ray source coincides with the
peak of the high velocity H I emission (see Fig. 6). In Paper I, we
proposed that the γ-ray source has likely origin at the site where
the supernova remnant interacts with the ambient molecular cloud.
Even though the angular resolution of the γ-ray source (∼0.1◦) is
insufficient to pinpoint the exact location, it is likely that both the
high velocity H I emission and Fermi-LAT source are associated
with each other. The association of supernova remnant candidate

G351.7 and the detection of γ-ray source towards the H I peak in-
dicates that the high velocity jet-like H I emission could have pos-
sible origins in the SNR and its progenitor. For example, Denoyer
(1977) report the presence of a H I jet associated with the Galac-
tic SNR IC443. The evidences of interactions between relativistic
jets from compact objects (such as neutron stars and black holes)
and the ambient material have been reported towards few Galac-
tic sources (e.g., Gaensler, Green & Manchester 1998; Mirabel &
Rodrı́guez 1999; Fukui et al. 2009). Dubner et al. (2002) identified
a linear H I filament towards the SNR 320.4–1.2 which is strikingly
aligned with the projected axis inferred for the collimated outflows
from its central pulsar PSR B1509–58. Keeping this in view, we
carried out a targeted pulsar search to identify pulsar candidate(s)
associated with the SNR candidate G351.7. From our pulsar obser-
vations, we could not find any candidate pulsar associated with the
region. For the on-source time of 2.8 hours with the GMRT inco-
herent array of 25 antennas and considering a system temperature
of 160 K, we estimate the 10σ non-detection limit as 0.18 mJy at
650 MHz over a usable bandwidth of 180 MHz for a pulsar with
10% duty-cycle.

Recently, many X-ray missions have revealed a new class of
X-ray sources with no radio counterparts and very high X-ray to
optical luminosity. These objects are located towards the interior
of the SNRs. According to Pavlov et al. (2002), sources showing
pulsations with periods between 6 and 12s are called anomalous X-
ray pulsars (AXPs) or soft gamma-ray repeaters (SGRs) if there are
detections of γ-ray bursts. The remaining sources are called central
compact objects (CCOs), if located towards the interior of SNR and
isolated neutron stars (INSs) if there is no such association. CCOs
are believed to be young, radio-quiet neutron stars. The nature and
emission mechanisms of these exotic objects are still a subject of
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Figure 6. Kinematic structure of the high velocity H I jet. Integrated in-
tensity map of the high velocity jet-like feature overlaid with 321 MHz ra-
dio contours (green). Red (dotted) and blue (dashed) contours corresponds
to the H I integrated intensity in the velocity range Vred=[46.5 km s−1,
51.7 km s−1] and Vblue=[39.7 km s−1, 44.9 km s−1], respectively. The
location of the Fermi LAT γ-ray source is also marked.

speculation (De Luca 2017). A double-lobed H I depression feature
centred on the CCO of the SNR Puppis A indicates the associa-
tion of H I jet with the CCO (Reynoso et al. 2003). Reynoso et al.
(2004) propose that this double-lobed H I structure is created by
the ejection of two opposite jets from CCO. For our case of SNR
G351.7, it is possible that the central object is a CCO with no ra-
dio signature similar to Puppis A. The H I jet could then arise from
the bulk sweeping up of atomic gas to the boundary of the possible
jet/outflow from the CCO. In order to confirm this, high resolution
X-ray observations are required to characterise the nature of the
central object and the origin of jet-like H I feature in G351.7.

4 CONCLUSION

The 21 cm spectral line and continuum observations of the super-
nova remnant candidate G351.7–1.2 are presented here. Faint dif-
fuse emission from part of the low frequency radio shell is observed
in the 21 cm continuum emission. H I absorption against the con-
tinuum is observed towards the H II regions IRAS 17256–3631 and
IRAS 17258–3637 peaking at V∼ −12 km s−1. We have identi-
fied the high velocity H I emission (V> +35 km s−1) along the
outer periphery of the shell. A high velocity narrow jet-like emis-
sion feature is also detected towards the interior of the radio shell
in the velocity range +40 km s−1 to +52 km s−1. The mass of this
jet-like feature is estimated to be 1.2 M�. Based on the location
of this high velocity feature and the presence of a Fermi-LAT γ-
ray source 1FGL1729.1-3641c towards central peak of the jet-like
emission, we propose a likely association with the supernova rem-
nant and/or its progenitor. As HI jets from SNRs are relatively rare,
the detection of this highly collimated jet opens up the possibility
of examining them in detail to understand their origin with relation
to the compact object.
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